IDEAL PRESENTS
THE MAXX STEELE

Coptor™ the Enforcer
Blazer™ the Ignitor
Cruel™ the Detonator

Wrecker™ the Demolisher
Enemy™ the Dictator
Vulgar™ the Destroyer

S.O.T.A.™ the Creator
Sentinel™ the Protector
Hundred™ the Conquerer

Maxx Steele™ the Leader

Robo Force™ Robots.
All have hidden weapons; crusher arms that stretch and hold; gripper bases that grip walls or objects.
**Robo Force**

Command Patroller™

Robocruiser™ Defender Vehicle

Robo Force™ Fortress of Steele™

Dred Crawler™ Attack Vehicle

**Robo Force™ Vehicles**

*Attack!* *Counter-attack!* *Escape!* It's all "pure fun" with Robo Force Vehicles.

**Maxx Steele’s™ Command Patroller™**

Master Robot transport vehicle and base station with working hatch and Robot lift arm, secret revolving airlock bay doors; swivel laser tank cannon.

**Robocruiser™ Defender Vehicle**

With pretend lasers; a working Robot transfer lift claw; periscope; 2 swivel cannons, plus unique Robo Force propulsion system. 2 AA batteries not included.

**Dred Crawler™ Attack Vehicle**

With pretend lasers; working pincer attack claw; periscope; 2 swivel cannons, plus unique Robo Force propulsion system. 2 AA batteries not included.

**Robo Force™ Fortress of Steele™**

Three floors high, it comes with shuttle sled; has a secret passage console, futuristic weapons, and working drawbridge escape.
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ROBO FORCE®
ACTION ROBOT FIGURES
Warrior Robots with Crusher Arms and Gripper Bases

Robo Force® delivers the action that ordinary poseable “action figures” only promise—and in a theme that’s as “now” as tomorrow! Each of these figures has push-button-activated moving crusher arms and a suction gripper base. And each has a different set of detachable, interchangeable weaponry, conceal-and-reveal warrior gadgetry, hidden compartments and working accessories. Complete with full color Robo Force comic book, cross-sell brochure and Robo Force fan club offer.

Assortment No. 48273
Assortment consists of the following heroic figures:
Tiltor™ The Changer NEW
Opticon™ The Interceptor NEW
Ripper™ The Anti-Robot NEW
Maxx Steele™ The Leader
Wrecker™ The Demolisher
Coptor™ The Enforcer
S.O.T.A.™ The Creator
Blazer™ The Ignitor
Sentinel™ The Protector.

For ages 4 years and up.
Pack: 24 pcs. Wgt.: 14 lbs. Cube: 2.2

Assortment No. 48356
Assortment consists of the following defiant challengers:
Arsenal™ The Devastator NEW
Fangar™ The Conspirator NEW
Plundor™ The Pulverizer NEW
Enemy™ The Dictator
Hun-Dred™ The Conquerer
Cruel™ The Detonator
Vulgar™ The Destroyer

For ages 4 years and up.
Pack: 24 pcs. Wgt.: 14 lbs. Cube: 2.2
ROBO FORCE® ACTION FIGURES ASSORTMENT
Human Allies of Maxx Steele™ and his Warrior Robots!
Assortment No. 48335

MARK FURY™ ACTION FIGURE
No. 48336

Mark Fury,™ the young scientist and freedom fighter who designed and built the mighty Robo Force® Robots, is a 5-inch, articulated and fully decorated action figure with poseable arms, legs, knees and head.

His action accessories include the Anti-Grav Command Console (a figure stand that allows Mark to fit into any Robo Force vehicle), Robo-Charger™ “Energy Pak,” Mega-Blaster Laser Rifle, “Energy Cable,” boom “microphone” and hand controller.

DEENA STRONG™ ACTION FIGURE
No. 48337

Deena Strong,™ the fellow freedom fighter of Mark Fury, is a 5-inch, articulated and fully decorated action figure with poseable legs, arms, knees and head. Her action accessories include the Anti-Grav Command Console, Twin-Turbo Flight Pak with spinning propellors, Power-Beam Defensive Shield, and Power Glove weapon.

Both Deena and Mark are sold in the same hi-tech, line-look packaging as the Robo Force Robots, with in-pack comic book/cross-sell brochure, Robo Force Fan Club offer and more.

For ages 4 years and up.
Pack: 12 per assortment (9 of Mark Fury™ and 3 of Deena Strong ™) Wgt: 6.41 lbs.
Cube: 1.1
ROBO FORCE®
NAZGAR™ THE TYRANT™
ACTION ROBOT FIGURE
No. 48334
Evil Robot Leader with "Growing" Legs and Glowing Brain

A key figure in the Robo Force® story, Nazgar™ the Tyrant™ is an evil dictator from the dim past of the planet Zelon and the arch-enemy of Maxx Steele™'s Robo Force. Now, after nearly 2000 years of silence, his preserved brain has been restored to a robot body of awesome powers as he leads the battle against the forces of good.

Nazgar begins as a 7-inch, articulated and fully decorated Action Robot Figure. Press the actuators on his heels and each leg "grows" independently. When his head is activated, it elevates and the detailed brain beneath his transparent brain dome lights up. When fully extended, Nazgar measures 9½ inches, reaching new heights of evil power. Nazgar's legs, arms, and hands pivot, and his hands accept all Robo Force hand weapons (not included).

Nazgar's packaged in an oversized window box with the same high-tech, line-art graphics as all the Robo Force Action Robot Figures. Includes in-pack comic book/cross-sell brochure, Robo Force Fan club offer and more. One "Robo Force" Fan Club member. One "AA" battery required (not included).

For ages 4 years and up.
ROBO FORCE® CANNON AND VEHICLE ASSORTMENT
Assortment No. 48327

ROBO FORCE® TRIAD™ THREE-WAY ATTACK VEHICLE
Converts from Land Glider to Rotorcraft to Spacecraft!

This robot action vehicle easily converts from a Land Glider to a Rotorcraft to a Spacecraft transportation system. Features include: hypersonic wheels, retractable aerodynamic wings, two spinning rotors, a turbine propeller, multi-positional guns and an omni-directional scanner. Accepts all Robo Force® Action Robot Figures (sold separately).
ROBO FORCE® TRANSBLASTER™ LASER LIFT CANNONS
Rising, Revolving Laser Weapon!

The Transblaster™ is a formidable weapon against natural, as well as unnatural, threats. Features include: multi-position elevating cannon mount, crank-activated piston action cannons, 360-degree rotation, stationary base for land positioning.

For ages 4 years and up
Pack: 12 pcs. (6 of each) Wgt.: 15.4 lbs. Cube: 4.4

Figures sold separately.
Electroni Maxx Steele™ Programmable Robot
No. 48079
The Personal Robot with Wireless Remote Control

He walks, he talks, he plays games; he has a fully-articulated, motorized grasping claw, moving arms and wrist, total mobility, storage and carry compartments and an electronic computer brain. He is Electronic Maxx™ and he is the dream toy of the future!

Remove his hand-held master controller from the top of his head and you control his action. You make him speak, play games and music at the touch of the keyboard. His wireless remote control, programmable memory and "Learn Mode" enable you to program a sequence of actions and activities, and then Maxx will perform them again and again — by himself, from memory!

Maxx knows over 140 words, music, the time (via an internal electronic alarm clock that allows him to activate at a predetermined time) and some very exciting and unique electronic games (including "Moon Ball™" and "Force Field™") that you can play against him or another human being. In fact, Maxx can do almost anything a human being can! Complete with instruction manual and built-in rechargeable battery pack.

One 9-volt battery required (Not included.)

For ages 8 years and up.
Pack: 1 piece Wgt.: 34 lbs. Cube: 9